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* This paper is based upon work performed in COMSAT Laboratories under the sponsorship of
the COMSAT General Corporation

TERRESTRIAL TT&C DATA PROCESSING FOR THE COMSTAR
AND MARISAT SYSTEMS*

R.S. COOPERMAN
H.L. PARKER

R.W. WALLACE
COMSAT Labs
Clarksburg, Md.

Summary.   Terrestrial TT&C data processing for the COMSTAR and MARISAT
commercial communications satellites is provided by two earth stations operating in
conjunction with a system control center (SCC). The system is configured to operate in a
highly centralized manner, with the SCC monitoring and exercising direct control over the
synchronous operational satellites.

The design approach has consisted of developing a reliable, efficient, and cost-effective
system with minimum operational manpower requirements. The system has been designed
to be capable of continuous collection and monitoring of data from several satellites,
collection and processing of range/track data for orbital determination, and exercising
remote control over the earth station configuration from the SCC. Each earth station is
linked to the SCC by a single dedicated telephone channel for full simultaneous duplex
voice, TTY, and PCM data traffic.

System Description.   The TT&C data processing network (Figure 1) consists of two
earth stations, one located at Southbury, Connecticut, and one located at Santa Paula,
California, operating with a system control center (SCC) located in Washington, D.C. The
system is configured for centralized operation, with the SCC monitoring and exercising
direct control over the satellite network. The two earth stations are connected to the SCC
via C4 conditioned telephone data lines. Each earth station is capable of full autonomous
operation as a system fallback mode.

The TT&C network provides the following basic functions:

a. continuous collection and monitoring of all satellite telemetry data,

b. collection and processing of ranging and tracking data to determine satellite orbits,



c. transmission of commands to the satellites,

d. remote control over the earth station configuration from the SCC,

e. minimum operational manpower requirements consistent with reliable operation, and

f. system reliability via backup operational modes and equipment.

The earth station configuration will be described first, followed by description of the SCC.

Earth Station Description.   The TT&C earth station (Figure 2) operates as a terrestrial
relay terminal between the satellite network and the SCC. In normal operation the earth
station is slaved to the SCC and acts as a simple 2-way data relay. Command messages
generated by the SCC are encoded at the earth station and forwarded to the satellite
network. Similarly, telemetry and tracking data from the satellites are processed and
forwarded to the SCC. In the backup autonomous mode, the earth station can process
telemetry data and independently generate commands.

In the system described herein, the earth station performs the following general functions:

a. reception and demodulation of telemetry signals;

b. measurement of the slant range to the satellite via tone phase comparison and angle
tracking of the satellite beacon to determine the satellite orbit;

c. processing of telemetry, range, and angle tracking data for transmission to the SCC;

d. generation of the command baseband and a modulated IF signal; and

e. provision of programed antenna pointing data to the two tracking antennas.

The TT&C earth station is a highly integrated data processing system incorporating a mini-
computer. The basic system is designed to handle the initial COMSTAR and MARISAT
networks with built-in growth potential for system expansion.

Telemetry processing equipment.   Telemetry data are transmitted from the satellite on a
carrier in the 4-GHz frequency band. This signal is received at the earth station and
converted to a 70-MHz intermediate frequency carrier which is switched to the telemetry
receivers. The receiver video output consists of a 14.5-kHz FM subcarrier, a 32-kHz
PCM/PSK subcarrier, or a 93-kHz FM subcarrier.



The 14.5-kHz subcarrier may be modulated either by mutation accelerometer data or by
real-time attitude determination signals. If the signal consists of nutation data, it is
connected to the IRIG channel 13 discriminator and then to either the analog tape recorder
or the 602 analog modem for transmission over dial lines to the SCC. For attitude signals,
the receiver video is connected to the real-time tone detector, and the tone detector output
is then patched to the synchronous controller or the realtime digitizer. The synchronous
controller uses this information to enable execution of commands in synchronism with the
satellite spin period. The real-time digitizer converts the analog real-time pulse information
into digital form for computer entry.

The 93-kHz subcarrier provides an FM signal derived from the spacecraft bearing
accelerometer. This signal is connected to the IRIG channel F discriminator and is then
available to be analyzed at the earth station and patched to the tape recorder or the 602
analog modem.

The 32-kHz subcarriers containing 1-kilobit PCM telemetry data are patched to the four
bandpass filtered PSK demodulators. The resultant 1-kilobit NRZ-M signals are input to
the multichannel synchronizer/buffer, which is a completely modularized unit that contains
eight channels of bit synchronizer, frame synchronizer, and data buffer. The unit accepts
serial 1-kbps PCM data streams from the PSK demodulators, modems, or any other source
with EIA or TTL voltage levels. Each stream goes first into a bit synchronizer, which
generates a synchronous clock along with the data and verifies the proper bit rate. The
clock and data then go into a frame synchronizer, where the sync word is detected, a word
number and word flag are formed, and the data are converted from a serial stream to a bit-
parallel, word-serial format. Finally each data channel is double buffered in a first-in, first-
out (FIFO) memory so that the communications processor may simultaneously take in
eight complete frames of data (64 words/frame) from the eight channels.

The front panel controls and displays of the multichannel synchronizer/ buffer allow
operator display of any eight selected words from the input data streams. Status indicators
are provided to independently indicate bit synchronizer and frame synchronizer lock status
of each of the channels. The unit is also capable of outputing preselected input channels to
two command generators and synchronous controllers. A multichannel digital-to-analog
converter and calibration unit contains eight completely independent and modular channels
of digital-to-analog conversion, as well as calibration/memory logic to facilitate its use in
driving a stripchart recorder.

Telemetry display and recording.   The earth station is equipped with a rudimentary
telemetry display and recording capability sufficient to support backup autonomous
operation. The computer is interfaced with a CRT display and keyboard terminal for
display and monitoring of satellite performance. These functions are controlled by operator



information requests via the keyboard. Long-term records are provided by the multichannel
digital-to-analog converter, stripchart recorder, and an intermediate band analog magnetic
tape unit. The recording equipment may also be used to augment the SCC recording
capability and to allow concentrated attention on selected data.

Time code generation and display.   Each earth station is provided with a full
complement of time code equipment whose purpose is to display real time to the earth
station operators; annotate analog tape recordings, raw PCM data, or stripchart recordings
of decommutated telemetry data; and provide a real-time clock to the data communications
processor. The time code generator provides a display of the time of day and day of year, a
serial IRIG B code to the analog tape recorder, a slow code to the stripchart recorder, and
a parallel BCD code to the computer via the clock interface unit. It interfaces with a WWV
receiver for synchronization.

The time code reader is a combination generator/reader/tape search and control unit. Its
generator function is a backup to the main clock generator described above, while its
primary function is to interface with the analog tape recorder. In playback it is used to
display the time code which is recorded on the tape and it may be used to automatically
search a tape for a preset time code, to start the tape playing back at that point, and to stop
the tape at another preset time.

Command.   In the normal operating mode, command messages are originated at the SCC
and transmitted via the 1-kilobit link to the earth station computer. Error correcting/
detecting block coding is used to virtually eliminate data transmission errors. The
command messages are logged in the computer and forwarded to the command generator.
The command generator in turn encodes each message into a series of audio frequency
tone bursts which is switched to one of the frequency modulators. The output of the
modulator is a 70-MHz signal frequency modulated by the command tones. This signal is
switched to one of the up-converters, where it is converted to a 6-GHz signal for
transmission to the satellite.

Synchronous commands require the use of the earth station synchronous controller. The
synchronous controller derives spacecraft spin and attitude information from the
telemetered real-time tone signal provided by the tone detector and provides
synchronization information to the command generator. The tone detector output is also
supplied to the real-time FM digitizer which digitizes the information for entry into the
computer.

Ranging.   The ranging baseband processor generates a group of four tones which is
switched to the frequency modulator and then to the earth station up-converter for
transmission to the satellite. When the satellite is in the range mode, the signal is looped



back via the satellite telemetry data link to the earth station. The received signal is routed
to the telemetry receiver and then to the ranging system. The phase of the received signal
is compared with that of the transmitted signal by a phase meter to compute the distance to
the satellite using the lowest frequency to derive an unambiguous range estimate and the
higher frequency tones to more precisely determine the range. A range calibrator, which
loops back the ranging signals within the earth station, is used to calculate the portion of
the phase difference contributed by the earth station equipment.

Configuration control/monitor.   The earth station configuration control/ monitor
provides operating flexibility by making it possible to reconfigure the earth station
equipment on the basis of system requirements. The IF and video signal patching is
accomplished via computer (or manually) controlled matrix switches, while baseband
signal patching is manual.

The configuration control/monitor subsystem consists of four matrix switching modules, a
manual patch panel, and control matrix switching modules for both IF and video signals.
Baseband signals are routed through a manual patch panel. All signals are available for
monitor or display via patch test points. Each matrix switching unit consists of an array of
dry reed relays which comprise the switching element. The baseband patch unit consists of
several standard patch panels to interconnect the analog tape recorder, demodulators,
telemetry signal processing equipment, modems, etc.

Data communications processor.   The data communications processor employed at the
earth station is a memory-expanded Hewlett-Packard 9600A Basic Control System (BCS).
It consists of an HP2100S microprogramable system computer equipped with 32,000
words of 16-bit core memory, two direct memory access (DMA) channels, a teleprinter
communications channel, floating point hardware, a time base generator, and selected
peripherals (highspeed paper tape reader, teleprinter, paper tape punch, and miscellaneous
I/O cards). The computer operates in an interrupt-driven mode with respect to all external
devices so that priorities are assigned to these devices.

Antenna control and monitor.   The interface between the computer and the earth station
antenna control unit (ACU) is divided into two parts: data transfer for antenna
pointing/monitoring, and configuration control.

The processor provides the ACU with elevation and azimuth data to be used as the desired
pointing angles in the programed pointing mode. The ACU provides the processor with the
actual elevation and azimuth data as well as antenna servo status information. The
processor also provides signals which remotely configure the ACU servo mode between
prog:ram control, autotrack enable, and standby.



Antenna status data from the earth station up-link and down-link annunciator panels are
transferred to the computer via optical couplers to avoid ground loops. The output of the
optical couplers are multiplexed for transfer to the computer. These signals indicate the
status of switched RF receive and transmit equipment.

Earth station-SCC data link.   The data link between the earth station and the SCC is
established through a primary dedicated modem backed up by a group of dial modems
with reduced capability. The primary modem supports a full-duplex link providing
simultaneous 1-kbps data, voice, and a 110-baud TTY channel. The frequency allocation
of the link is shown in Figure 3.

A teletype is provided for dedicated hard-copy TTY communications between the earth
stations and the SCC. Normally the TTY link is provided via the primary data link with a
dial 103 modem for backup. Two leased 202C dial modems are provided at each earth
station for PCM data link backup, and a type 602 analog modem is provided in each earth
station for transmitting analog signals to the SCC.

Earth station software.   The earth station software provides the control and processing
which allows the equipment described in the preceding subsections to operate as an
integrated system. The software provides the station personnel with processed and
formatted data which are more easily interpreted and detects abnormal conditions. The
functions of the software are the following:

a. Telemetry processing.   The telemetry data are received from the decommutator,
time annotated, and displayed on the station CRT. Each TM channel is compared to
previously established limits and an alarm is set when a TM parameter is out of limits.
The telemetry data are reformatted for transmission to the SCC and IBM 360/65 so
that data from three spacecraft are interleaved onto one 1-kbps PCM data stream.

b. Tracking and ranging processing.   Azimuth, elevation, and slant range
measurements are time annotated and stored for transmission to an IBM 360/65.
These data are transmitted in a PCM-compatible format.

c. Antenna pointing control processing.   Pointing data are received from the IBM
360/65 and stored on digital magnetic tape for later recall. In the event that an antenna
is switched to program control, the software retrieves the pointing data and provides
the data to the antenna control console.

d. FM attitude data processing.   The FM attitude data are received from the FM
digitizer and transmitted in real time to an IBM 360/65 for further processing.



e. Station configuration monitoring and control processing.   Baseband, video, and
RF switch settings are monitored and the status is formatted for transmission to the
SCC. These switches may be controlled from the local CRT keyboard or TTY and
from the SCC via the earth station/SCC data link. Alarms are generated upon
detection of earth station anomalies.

f. Remote command and ranging processing.   The command generator and ranging
subsystem can be controlled from the SCC via the SCC/earth station data link. Local
control may be achieved via the CRT keyboard or TTY.

The software is divided into modules which perform these particular functions. The
relationship of these modules to each other and the hardware is shown in Figure 4. The
PCM TM processing and executive modules are executed continuously, while the other
modules are executed as specified by station personnel.

Operational control is provided by commands which are entered via either the teletype or
CRT keyboards. The operator can start and stop processes, change the source and format
of data being displayed, modify the sampling rates, and control the hardware configuration.
These commands can be exercised by SCC personnel via the data link.

System Control Center Description.   The SCC (see Figure 5) is used to control the
COMSTAR and MARISAT satellite networks from a central location. It originates
spacecraft commands and monitors the telemetry data for the orbiting satellite network.
Communications between the SCC and the earth stations are handled via the data link over
telephone lines. Telemetry data received from the East and West Coast TT&C earth
stations enter the SCC processor via a multichannel bit and frame synchronizer. The
processor assimilates the data and produces a real-time status display of the network.
Coupled with the display is a CRT with data keyboard which allows the operator to query
the processor for detailed system information. The main CRT display is located in the
director’s console, which is the central monitoring and control point of the network. This
console also contains the equipment required to originate commands for transmission to
the satellites via the earth stations and their voice links with the two earth stations.

In the system described herein, the SCC performs with the following general functions:

a. real-time display and limit checking of all significant satellite telemetry data and
generation of alarms for out-of-limit parameters;

b. storage and analysis of satellite telemetry data and earth station status;



c. initiation and control of earth station configuration and command operations to the
satellite; and

d. interface to the IBM 360/65 for satellite attitude ranging, angle tracking, and
historical telemetry.

Historical data are recorded at the SCC by an intermediate band analog magnetic tape
recorder before processing. The recorded signal is the modulated PCM data stream which
is taken from the input telephone line after being conditioned by the modem interface.

Telemetry signal processing.   All data to and from the SCC are routed through a manual
patch panel. Eight positions are available on the patch panel to route PCM data to the
multichannel synchronizer buffer. This sync buffer, which is identical to that previously
described in the earth station section, provides data to the computer through a DMA
channel and to the digital-to-analog converter.

Data processor.   The processor employed in the SCC is a memory-expanded Hewlett
Packard 9600E Real-Time Executive (RTE) system. This processor is quite similar to the
previously described earth station units with the addition of disk memory, line printer, and
dual graphics plotters.

Recording and display.   All telemetry data coming into the SCC are recorded by an
intermediate band analog magnetic tape recorder to provide a temporary history in the case
that the SCC processor is not on line. Associated with the tape recorder is a tape search
unit which allows data to be located within a selected time period. Time is placed on the
tape by the SCC time code generator, which also provides parallel time data to the CPU
and IRIG B slow code to the stripchart recorder.

Similar to data recording, data displays are produced primarily by the processor, with
limited manual backup. A multichannel digital-to-analog converter produces continuous
voltages based on selected telemetry channels to drive an 8-channel stripchart recorder.
Two X-Y plotters driven directly by the processor are also included. As a backup, the
multichannel digital-to-analog converter and stripchart may be directly coupled to the bit
and frame synchronizer for direct recording of telemetry data.

Director’s console.   The director’s console is the center for network monitoring and
control. Changes and control of each earth station or satellite configuration may be
initiated from the console by computer, voice, or teletype command. The console consists
of the following major subsystems: status display, video display, time display, and
communications. Each major subsystem performs a unique task in the overall function of
network monitoring and control.



Two complete status control panel assemblies, located on either end of the console,
comprise the status display subsystem. The status control panel assembly consists of four
status displays and a status control panel. Each of the displays consists of a back-lighted
legend screen mounted over a light assembly. The legend screen displays MARISAT,
COMSTAR, earth station, and antenna status. Each legend screen is a diagrammatical
representation of the unit whose status is being displayed. The status control panel is
driven by a logic unit which translates computer-generated data into individually driven
lines on the displays. Each of the two status control panels drives an audible alarm for out-
of-limit conditions.

The central unit of the director’s console contains the video subsystem. This subsystem
consists of two split-screen monitors, video switches, one CRT, one printer, three
keyboards, three character generators, and distribution amplifier modules mounted in a
single amplifier housing. The inputs to the distribution amplifiers for display are the three
computer-driven character generator video outputs plus a video output from a closed-
circuit TV camera. The character generator and keyboard located directly below the CRT
is connected to the CRT as well as to the distribution amplifiers. The printer is also
connected to the digital output of this character generator. This CRT/keyboard
combination provides a direct link to the IBM 360/65.

Time display is provided by two dual function clocks in the console. The clocks may be
set to display either GMT time or a countdown sequence.

A communications station is provided in each of the two side units and in the central unit.
Each of the three communications stations is a remounted telephone with provisions for a
remotely located headset or handset. As a supplement to the communications stations,
speakers, connected to a voice channel output from each of the multipurpose modems
mounted in the equipment decks, are mounted in the console.

System control center software.   The SCC software provides for the control of some of
the equipment described previously, processes telemetry data, and presents the data to the
spacecraft controller in a usable format for operation and analysis. The functions of the
software are summarized as follows:

a. Telemetry processing.   The telemetry data are received from the decommutator,
time annotated, and displayed on a CRT. The data are sorted by spacecraft and stored
on disk at selected time intervals. Each TM channel received is compared to
previously established limits, and if it is out of limits, an alarm is set and the condition
logged on disk and printer.



b. Command display processing.   All spacecraft commands are displayed via CRT
and logged on the printer as the command sequence is implemented. Command
registers, with identification and contents, time of execution, and number of
executions, are included. Command sequences are also stored on disk.

c. Plotting.   Selected telemetry channels can be plotted on either of the two graphics
plotters, and up to eight channels can be displayed on the stripchart recorder.

d. Command processing.   Commands are entered via the CRT keyboard and formatted
for transmission to the TT&C station commanding the spacecraft.

e. Station configuration processing.   The ability to monitor and control the earth
station configuration and the ranging subsystem is provided. Commands are entered
via keyboard for transmission to the earth station processor. Earth station anomalies
will cause an alarm to be set in the SCC.

f. Summary reports.   Daily summary reports are generated for each spacecraft being
monitored. These reports include out-of-limits conditions with time out/time in,
command executions, and statistical summaries of the TM data.

Operational control of the system is provided by commands which are entered via either
the teletype or CRT keyboard. The operator can start and stop processes, change the
source and format of displayed data, change the sampling rates of data, modify the
telemetry limit values, command the spacecraft, and control the TT&C station
configuration. The latter two controls are transmitted to the station via the SCC/earth
station data link.

The SCC software was developed to run under the HP RTE and File Manager (FMGR)
operating system. The RTE schedules programs for execution so that several may be run
simultaneously and handles input/output and interrupts. Each of the functions is performed
by one or more programs. These programs communicate with one another through a
common data area. They are executed in a 3-level hierarchy (i.e., real-time core resident,
real-time disk resident, and background), hence providing the most time dependent
functions with higher priority.

The real-time core resident programs are always in the processor memory and have the
highest priority for execution. These programs input the telemetry data, check the data for
command executes and out-of-limits conditions, and pass the data to other routines via the
common area. Unusual conditions detected in the telemetry data are placed in an event
table in the common area. Each frame of telemetry data is processed.



The real-time disk resident portion of the HP2100 system performs functions which must
be done in real time, but do not require monitoring of every frame of PCM data. Historical
files and plotter and printer outputs are built as the various programs operate on the data.
The data interface between the core resident portion of the program is the common area.

These programs are kept on disk and read into memory and executed as needed. Hence,
several programs can share memory and the functions can be performed simultaneously.

The background programs provide off-line (non-real-time) file maintenance and report
generation. The data interface between this set of routines and the core resident and real-
time disk resident processing is data files under control of the FMGR. These routines are
run to completion so that only one routine can be running at any given time.

Conclusion.   The system described herein has been installed and is currently in use for
personnel training preparatory to the first MARISAT launch. To date the basic approach
has proved to be viable, thus demonstrating that a centralized terrestrial TT&C network
can be implemented in a cost-effective manner.

Figure 1.  TT&C Network Diagram
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Figure 2.  TT&C Earth Station Block Diagram
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Figure 3.  Data Link Frequency Allocation

Figure 4.  Software Structure
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Figure 5.  SCC Block Diagram
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